Market Report Pumpkin
Our view on the current market
March - 2022

Highlights

Freight rates have decreased – will we see this reflected in the
prices?
The price of raw material was in the range of 16.8-17RMB/KG,
but who can predict if this price will drop or go up in the next
months?
Will the Ukraine war affect the availability of Pumpkin?

Shine Skin

Price of shine skin pumpkin is still moving and is becoming more
and more attractive. High levels as we used to see are a thing of
the past for now.
Today raw materials prices are about CNY16,8/kg at origin.
Suppliers are facing trouble because they still have stored product
with higher prices so they are making already losses. Still about
40.000 mt available in the market.
One of the reasons is the strongly declined domestic demand
which is coming down fast.
Still some volume in hands of speculators but because of the
absence of strong demand and big pressure of finance we expect
they will not been able to push up the market again.

GWS
In contrast to the shine skin pumpkin this market is much more
stable. Prices are at the same level for a few months now. Only
freight rates and the currency are fluctuating from time to time
which affects all markets.
Reason of the stable price is the limited availability of raw material.
Only still about 3.000 tons of current crop product available. This is
also why the price of GWS is expected to keep firm.
Some dealers tried to sell (small) quantities at lower prices this
week but most of the sellers will keep the material to the next
crop.

Organic

At the end of the current crop the chance of having good organic
GWS becomes less and less.
It is hard to collect organic raw product and still a high risk when
the product is kept being tested on pesticides.
For future requirements it is better to cover earlier from the new
available crop.

Freight
Finally prices for a 20ft container have come down – a while ago
the prices were around USD 9.000 - 10.000 and have come down
now to around USD 7.000 for shipments from China to EMP.
Of course we are hoping this price will go down further in the near
future but what effect will the current ever rising oil prices have on
the freight rates?

New Crop
New crop pumpkin seed will be sown in April.
Due to the current situation in the world the Chinese government
might encourage the farmers to plant more rice and corn instead
of pumpkin. On the other hand farmers had good profit on 2021
crop so they should be happy to keep planting pumpkin seeds
again.

Aldebaran’s advice

Everybody hopes the situation in Ukraine will ends soon but the
impact of this dramatic situation will be felt for a long time.
A lot of shipments will have to go through Rotterdam instead of
non European main ports what means even more pressure on
this port.
Speculators still own a huge quantity of raw material in hand –
this means they will be able to influence the market if they
want it or need to.
Due to the fact Eastern European pumpkin will be less available
because of the current situation in Ukraine the pressure on
Chinese products could be increased.
Once the market seems to reach a price where demand will
pick up, prices will be stable, but at today's levels enquiries from
overseas is still weak.

Spot Goods

Spot
400 bags of 25 kg /10 mt GWS AA (Heat treated)
40 bags of 25 kg /1 mt GWS AA

Afloat
720 bags of 25 kg/18 mt Shine Skin AA
1440 bags of 25 kg/36 mt GWS AA (Heat treated)

Forward
GWS AA (Heat treated)
GWS A
Shine Skin A
Shine Skin AA
By all means, if you have any spot or afloat goods to sell yourself,
kindly let us know. Usually we can always find a new home for
these.
If
you
have
any
trade@aldebaran.nl.
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